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Contextual Professional Learning
• It is a participatory approach to early childhood professional development by Childhood
Association (Formosinho & Oliveira-Formosinho, 2008; Oliveira-Formosinho, 2016; Sousa, 2016).
• It is focused on developing participatory pedagogies (here, Pedagogy-in-Participation, Childhood
Association’s educational approach) aiming at producing praxeological transformation.

• It develops within the space and time locus of the early childhood centre, working reflexively with
its local actors (mainly educators, pedagogic leaders, assistants) on the challenges of their
educational day-to-day.
• It develops processes of critical awareness about the present pedagogic identity deconstructing
the naturalized pedagogic doing and creating participatory alternative possibilities.
• It asserts that a deep understanding of participatory pedagogies is reached when professionals
experience participation in their learning processes.
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Júlia Oliveira-Formosinho, 2018

What does this mean?
• Organizing a first meeting focused on gathering the participants’ expectations as well as the trainers
expectations (clarification of the professional learning intentionalities) and document all the voices.
• Including in the next meeting the documentation of the expectations, i.e. the participants’ voices,
in attunement with the trainers’ intentionalities for the professional learning journey. This means
that the professional learning intentionalities become negotiated giving evidence that trainers do
include the voices of the participants in the ongoing professional learning journey.
• Starting with this mode makes possible (and real) the creation of space and time for critical
reflection.
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What does this mean?
• Then, asserting that professional learning is related to children and professionals because both
have the right to respectful learning journeys in order to provoke thinking and feeling through
asking when/how these journeys happen (or not).
• Provoking thinking and feeling about respectful learning journeys makes room to the
clarification of the axes of educational intentionality of Pedagogy-in-Participation sustained on
documentation of children and professionals experiencing them in the educational and care dayto-day. Once again, creating space and time for critical reflection on the participants’
experiences of their own educational and care day-to-day: in which situations of their day-to-day
do they recognize (or not) these intentionalities?
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What does this mean?
• The question “how to create environments inspired and sustained by these intentionalities” starts
to emerge prompting us to help the participants to think about their own environments and
whether the children have a voice in these environments.
• Clarifying that the creation of participatory environments within Pedagogy-in-Participation results
from its axes of educational intentionality which means that it also results from listening to
children in order to understand if they are experiencing well-being, if they are learning in the
environments we’ve created. Asserting as well that when promoting children’s well-being we’ll be
promoting parents and families’ well-being.
• This critical reflection opens up for more professional learning on children’s well-being and
learning.
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Assessment and evaluation of professional learning processes
• Data collection is conducted through various techniques such as pedagogical documentation, field
notes, local documents, audio registers of meetings.
• Pedagogical documentation gives information about the professional learning processes, including
all the participant voices (context based trainers, practitioners, children, families).
• Knowledge can be built upon the analysis and interpretation of this pedagogical documentation
(Oliveira-Formosinho, 2016).
• Triangulation of data allows the assessment and evaluation of transformative processes.
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Operationalization at Olivais Sul early childhood setting
• Monthly meetings with assistants focusing on (developed by contextual professional trainers):
o developing collaborative educational teams (working together with peers and with educators in
order to develop the pedagogical day-to-day);
o deepening knowing and understanding on the participatory pedagogy developed within the early
childhood setting, here specifically the Pedagogy-in-Participation approach (values and principles;
educational theories; day-to-day pedagogical development);
o relating and integrating knowledge, thinking and doing within the day-to-day pedagogical
development.
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Assistants’ voices about these meetings
• In our meetings [between assistants and trainers] we have the opportunity to be
listened to and to share our doubts and interests.
• The shared reflection with all the group [educators and assistants] is an opportunity
to listen to the other, to know what she feels, thinks, does; to be aware of the
importance of not judging the other being sensitive and empathic; to improve our
interactions and work with children, families, colleagues.
• It is very useful to use concrete examples such as our pedagogic day-to-day
experiences and projects to reflect about Pedagogy-in-Participation.
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Operationalization at Olivais Sul early childhood setting
• Regular meetings between assistants and educators (within each one’s collaborative educational team
and between teams) focusing on:
o developing dialogues and reflections on several pedagogical dimensions through talking and
reflecting on concrete situations of the pedagogical day-to-day (for instance, organization of spaces
and materials; organization of times; interactions with children, families and team; play and
activities; organization of groups – children and team; communication with families);
o analyzing pedagogical documentation and debating on children’s interests, actions, learning, in
order to create a collaborative educational planning of the pedagogical day-to-day;
o analyzing pedagogical documentation and debating on children’s interests, actions, learning, in
order to build understanding of the processes and achievements of children’s learning and of the
professional action (educators and assistants).
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Assistants’ voices about these meetings
• It is very important to work as a team and observe [the educator’s work with
children and team] everyday. It helps to understand better the pedagogy when the
educator is helpful, dialogues, explains the “why” of doing certain activities and
taking specific decisions.
• The educator I work with always was very careful with explaining [the pedagogic
approach], knowing that I came from a setting with a very different approach. This
helped me a lot. She always sustained the “why” of doing this way and not the
other. We learn through observing but also through this dialogue [between
assistants and educators].
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Principles for Contextual Professional Learning
Contextual professional learning is a pedagogy of relationship. Interactions and relationships are at the
heart of the pedagogy developed with children and adults (families and professionals).
As such, we propose the following principles (Oliveira-Formosinho, 2018; Sousa, 2016). Contextual
Professional Learning shall:

1. Respect all the participants.
2. Clarify the professional learning day-to-day intentionalities as well as the participants’

expectations.
3. Develop a testimonial day-to-day that creates awareness about (and refuses)
nominalistic speeches.
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Principles for Contextual Professional Learning
4. Respect the slow appropriation and progressive learning through a balanced
experience of the trainers’ dilemma of suspension and provocation.
5. Monitor the professional learning day-to-day sustained on documentation in order
for the participants to have powers over the monitoring, assessment and evaluation
of this day-to-day.
6. Reflect on situations of the participants’ educational and care day-to-day because
professional learning is experiential and contextual.
7. Call on the authenticity of relationships, decisions, actions.
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Steps for the construction of the FORMATION MODEL
Proposal from ESE_ IPS

Training model in context
Ten modules will be planned whose themes will emerge from the diagnostic evaluation.
We anticipate that they relate to:
 actual / reconstruction identity and professional development (e.g. self-evaluation, teamwork and
collaborative work…)
 work with children (e.g. play, language development, inclusive education, diversity, health, food,
hygiene and safety...)
 work with families (e.g. school-family relationship, diversity, conflict management...)
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Each of these modules will be worked on 3 levels

There is a link between the 3 levels of approach and its sequentiality can be
differentiated for each of the modules.
Several methodologies of reflection and pedagogical intervention will be
favoured.

As trainers we plan to include:
- ESES teachers who are part of the project team
- childhood educators
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Some questions
 How to do the evaluation…?
 How to involve the preschool teachers in the intervention (how to prepare the
TOT – training of the trainers – to include them)?
…
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